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Cambodia Myanmar faces a key test of its nascent reform drive as suggestions for the

amendment of its highly flawed constitution are set to be announced. Of particular

interest will be the military (Tatmadaw)'s suggestions, which will be the culmination of a

review process undertaken earlier in 2013. One of the key questions that may be

answered is whether or not the military will agree to a smaller presence in the country's

parliament, where it currently holds a mandated 25% of seats. Additionally, the

constitutional review may provide the answer as to whether or not venerable opposition

leader Aung San Suu Kyi will be allowed to run for president in the upcoming 2015

general election, which would be a major step towards the legitimisation of the elections

as a free and fair process. While Myanmar's economic growth potential remains

enormous, the country's entire development story will likely hinge upon the

government's ability to maintain reform momentum through 2015's elections and

beyond.

Laos

A potential agreement between the ruling Cambodian People's Party (CPP) and the

opposition Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP) regarding electoral reform could

end Cambodia's political stalemate. Such an agreement would see the CNRP return to

parliament, and bring an end to street protests which have threatened to escalate into

violence over recent months. We hold a positive view on Cambodia's agriculture

potential, and in particular rice exports, which, having grown by 6% annually on average

between 2001/02 and 2012/13, are set to almost double from the 800,000-900,000

tonnes in recent seasons to 1.5mn tonnes by 2020/21. That said, Thailand's return to
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the international export market, and Myanmar's ongoing increases in market

access, pose salient threats to Cambodia's export outlook.

Myanmar

Despite acknowledging that urgent fiscal reforms are needed, Vientiane has done little

to alter its excessive spending patterns with the fiscal deficit widening substantially to

5.8% of GDP in FY2012/13 from 1.3% in the previous year. Public expenditures swelled

as a result of a surge in the public sector wage bill owing to a rapid expansion in the civil

servant headcount and substantial raises in civil service wages. Revenues, meanwhile,

were hurt by a fall in mining income as commodity prices were subdued and gold

production fell. We believe that fiscal reforms are likely to dominate Laos' political scene

as the government continues to struggle to arrest a deteriorating fiscal position.

While we have highlighted that Vientiane has not been able to alter its profligate

spending patterns, some quarters of the government appear resolute to curb public

spending. We also highlight that concerns towards the human rights situation in Laos

are on the rise and further repressive acts by the government runs the risk of reversing

the solid economic progress that has been made over the years. Unless Vientiane starts

to make significant headway, it is unlikely to reverse a continued deterioration in its

fiscal position.
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that the downside risks far outweigh the

benefits that could be derived from the project. We highlight in particular that Laos

remains exposed to the possibility of a drying up in
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